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The objective of this hands-on session is to explore the different functionalities and adjustmentpossibilities with low-cost configurations of PISCES, the biogeochemical modeling componentimplemented in the two ocean platforms NEMO and CROCO. A presentation will be given to showthe modeling choices, the code architecture, and the main features of PISCES. You will firstexplore the sensitivity of the PISCES model to a set of parameters with NEMO-PISCES in a tuningsession. Then, you will learn the different steps to add a new biogeochemical tracer in the oceanmodeling platform of your choice, NEMO or CROCO, in a more autonomous session. Finally, anintroduction to diagenesis and its modeling module will be given, followed by a relatively shortpractical session. At the end of each session, there will be an hour or so to discuss the blockingpoints and answer any questions that may have arisen. A Discord support group has been set upto accompany you during the different sessions. An invitation to join this group will be sent to you.This being the first practical session organized at the level of the PISCES community, any positiveor negative feedback is welcome to improve the content and form of this training. We would like tothank you warmly for being our experimental guinea pigs.The PISCO training team.

Accounts must first be created on NEMO & CROCO's websites in order todownload the code versions used in this practical work.
NEMO : Bypass the following below since NEMO doesn’tneed a password anymore

● go to https://forge.ipsl.jussieu.fr/nemo/wiki/Users● click on register in the right corner● Fill the surname you want, the password and the email address● click on create account on the bottom
CROCO :

● Login to https://gitlab.inria.fr/croco-ocean/croco (request an access to the project)● generate a ssh key to get the code (if this does not exists in $HOME/.ssh/id_rsa.pub )● ssh-keygen -t rsa● login to https://gitlab.inria.fr/croco-ocean/croco● go to profile (upper right corner)● select settings● left column click on SSH Keys● copy/paste the ssh key generated● click on add key



1. Brief description of PISCES
PISCES is constructed on the assumption that phytoplankton growth is directly limited by theexternal availability in nutrients [Monod, 1942]. This choice was mostly dictated by the computingcost as PISCES has been designed to suit a wide range of temporal and spatial scales, includingquasi steady state simulations on the global scale.
The model has 24 compartments (Figure 1). Phytoplankton growth can be limited by five differentnutrients: nitrate, ammonium, phosphate, silicate and iron. Four living pools are represented: twophytoplankton size classes/groups (nanophytoplankton and diatoms) and two zooplankton sizeclasses (microzooplankton and mesozooplankton). Diatoms differ from nanophytoplankton bytheir need in Si, by higher requirements in Fe [Sunda and Huntsman, 1995] and by higher half-saturation constants because of their larger mean size. For all living compartments, the ratiosbetween C, N and P are kept constant to the values proposed by Takahashi et al. [1985]. On theother hand, the internal contents in Fe of both phytoplankton groups and in Si of diatoms areprognostically simulated as a function of the external concentrations in nutrients and of the lightlevel. The Chl/C ratio is modeled using a modified version of the photoadaptation model by Geideret al.[1998]. All the elemental ratios of zooplankton are kept constant.
There are three non-living compartments: semi labile dissolved organic matter (with timescales ofseveral weeks to several years), small and big sinking particles. The two particle size classesdiffer by their sinking speeds (2 m/d for the small size class and 50 to 200 m/d for the large sizeclass). As for the living compartments, constant Redfield ratios are imposed for C/N/P. However,the iron, silicon and calcite pools of the particles are fully simulated. As a consequence, their ratiosrelative to organic carbon are allowed to vary. The impact of ballast minerals on particles sinkingspeeds is not accounted for in the model [e.g., Armstrong et al., 2002].
Nutrients are supplied to the ocean from three different sources: atmospheric dust deposition,rivers and sediment mobilization. These sources are explicitly modeled and are extensivelydescribed in the supplementary material. Thus only the main aspects are presented here. Irondeposition from the atmosphere has been estimated from the climatological monthly maps of dustdeposition simulated by the model of Tegen and Fung [1995] assuming constant values for theiron content and the solubility [e.g., Jickells and Spokes, 2001; Moore et al., 2004]. Riverdischarge of carbon is taken from the Global Erosion Model (GEM) of Ludwig et al. [1996]. Fe, N,P and Si supplies are derived from the same model output by considering globally constantFe/P/N/Si/C ratios in the rivers. Reductive mobilization of iron from marine sediments has beenrecognized as a significant source to the ocean [e.g., Johnson et al., 1999; de Baar and de Jong,2001]. Unfortunately, almost no quantitative information is available to describe this potentiallyimportant source. In a way similar to Moore et al. [2004], we have very crudely parameterized thisinput of iron.



PISCES has been used, at the global scale, to study past climates (Bopp et al. 2003Paleoceanography), to understand the mechanisms that explain interannual variability in marineproductivity (Aumont et al. 2008 GRL) or ocean-atmosphere carbon fluxes (Rodgers et al. 2008GBC), to assess the impact of climate change or ocean acidification on marine ecosystems andair-sea carbon fluxes (Bopp et al. 2001 GBC, Orr et al. 2005 Nature), to evaluate geo-engineeringstrategies to mitigate climate change (Aumont and Bopp, 2006 GBC, Dutreuil et al. 2009 BG)…

2. The 1D vertical configuration NEMO-PISCES



In the tuning session, we use a 1-D (vertical) configuration of NEMO-PISCES in NEMOv4 version.
In the 1-D configuration, the size of the domain is (3 x 3 x jpk) and computation is performed onlyat the central point (i=2,j=2,jpk). The user has to provide, in the namelist, the coordinates(longitude and latitude) of the studied point : rn_lat1d, rn_lon1d and the ocean depth at the givenpoint rn_bathy. In the v4 version, one needs input data (initial state and forcings) at theconsidered location : a set of 3 x 3 x jpk values
Note that there is no specific treatment of boundary conditions: the four lateral bands areconsidered as artificial walls; they are treated as land.
The one-dimensional vertical model only considers the vertical – z, sigma or partial steps –coordinate and time as independent variables in the primitive equations, with no horizontalvariations. All horizontal derivatives are set to zero. Thus, in this one-dimensional verticalconfiguration, there is no (both lateral and vertical) advection, no lateral mixing on tracersnor dynamics. The parameterization of vertical mixing for momentum and tracers is donevia a vertical mixing scheme (TKE, KPP, Richardson, constant mixing).
Temperature and salinity are only controlled by vertical diffusion equations and the density,needed for the turbulent mixing closure scheme, is computed using an equation of state of seawater: dT/dt = d(KdT/dz) + penetrating solar flux F(z)

+ surface boundary conditions for T (flux bulk)
(vertical advection term -d(w.T)/dz =0 as w=0)
dS/dt = d(KdS/dz)
+ surface boundary conditions for S (E-P)

For a biogeochemical tracer:
dC/dt = -d(K dC/dt) + SMS_bio (SMS= sources minus sinks)

K is computed from TKE or any other way depending on the option selected in the dynamicalnamelist.
For passive tracers, only biogeochemical sources and sinks are taken into account together withvertical diffusion processes.
We will focus on some JGOFS sites:
BATS : (64°W, 31.5°N) )http://bats.bios.edu/
HOT : ( 158°W, 22.45°N )http://hahana.soest.hawaii.edu/hot/
DYFAMED : (7.52°E, 43.27°N)http://www.obs-vlfr.fr/cd_rom_dmtt/sodyf_main.htm
KERFIX (68.25°E, 50.40°S) :http://www.obs-vlfr.fr/cd_rom_dmtt/OTHER/KERFIX/bacteries/kfx_bact_delille.htm.htm
NABE : (20°W,47°N)



http://usjgofs.whoi.edu/research/nabe.html

Outputs visualization
To visualize the results of the amazing simulations that you will produce throughout this session,you can use the Ferret product. This visualization environment is particularly convenient and fastfor exploring the variables in the generated netcdf files, even if the plots are not of a qualityapproved for first-rank publications. Of course, you can also use your favorite product. Below is ashort summary of some Ferret commands needed to explore the files within the framework of thistraining.
Launch Ferret
ferret

Read two netcdf files
yes? use BATS_1d_20100701_20130630_nemo.nc
yes? use BATS_1d_20100701_20130630_nemo.ctl.nc

To display the variables in the imported files
yes? show data

To remove all the files



yes? cancel data/all

1D visualization: plot NO3 concentration at the surface as a function of time
yes? plot/i=2/j=2/k=1 NO3[d=1]
yes? plot/i=2/j=2/k=1/over NO3[d=2]

k is vertical level (from 1 to N), d is the number of the file read by import order, the overcommand allows to draw NO3 of the second file above the first profile.
Plot surface NO3 concentrations of both files at once
yes? plot/i=2/j=2/k=1 NO3[d=1], NO3[d=2]

2D visualization: plot the temporal evolution of NO3 as a function of depth
yes? shade/i=2/j=2 NO3[d=1]

To compare two simulations
yes? shade/i=2/j=2 NO3[d=1] - NO3[d=2]

To plot the total chlorophyll
yes? Let CHL = DCHL + NCHL
yes? shade/i=2/j=2 CHL[d=1]

To compute a variable integrated over depth, here for silicate in sediments (cf # session 3)
yes? plot/i=2/j=2 sedsil[d=1,k=2:18@din]

To open a second window
yes? set window 2

A Ferret Tour introducing basics can be found here:https://ferret.pmel.noaa.gov/Ferret/documentation/ferret-tutorial-script



PRACTICAL SESSION
# Session 1: Model tuning
It takes about 3 hours to complete this session.
1. Your environment should first be properly set. Here is a bash_profile example ofloaded modules
# ------- Librairies mpi ------------module load intel/15.0.6.233module load openmpi/1.6.5-ifortmodule load netcdf4/4.4.1.1-parallel-ifortmodule load hdf5/1.8.18-parallel-ifort

2. Extract and install NEMOv4.0
Create a new directory in your $workdir.
mkdir -p $YOUR_WORKDIR/TP_PISCES/NEMO ; cd $YOUR_WORKDIR/TP_PISCES/NEMO

Download the code of NEMO V4
svn co http://forge.ipsl.jussieu.fr/nemo/svn/NEMO/releases/r4.0/r4.0.3 NEMOGCM

3. Compile and create NEMO executable
Set the arch file for compilation according to your computer environment
cd NEMOGCM ; rm -rf doc
vi arch/arch-your_fortran_comp.fcm

Create and compile the 1D configuration
./makenemo -n ORCA_1D_PISCES -r GYRE_PISCES -m your_fortran_comp -j 0
add_key "key_c1d key_mpi2"
./makenemo -n ORCA_1D_PISCES -r GYRE_PISCES -m your_fortran_comp clean
cp cfgs/C1D_PAPA/MY_SRC/* cfgs/ORCA_1D_PISCES/MY_SRC/.
./makenemo -n ORCA_1D_PISCES -r GYRE_PISCES -m your_fortran_comp -j 4

4. Run the model
Create the run directory for the BATS station
cd $YOUR_WORKDIR/TP_PISCES/NEMO ; mkdir -p Runs/BATS ; cd Runs/BATS



Copy inputs and files needed to run the 1D configuration at BATS station
ln -sf $path_to_downloaded_ZenodoDir/TP_PISCES/inputs/BATS/* .
cp $path_to_downloaded_ZenodoDir/TP_PISCES/Runs/Shared/* .
cp $path_to_downloaded_ZenodoDir/TP_PISCES/Runs/BATS/* .

Explore the run directory
● Changes in namelist_cfg

The ocean depth at the station:

The geographical coordinates of the station:

The initialisation files of temperature and salinity:

The forcing atmospheric files at the station:

The Chlorophyll for bio penetration:



The runoff if needed at the station ( for example DYFAMED )
● Changes in namelist_top_cfg

PISCES initial data

Flag to disable advection & lateral diffusion

● Changes in namelist_pisces_cfg
PAR from a file

Nutrients from external inputs ( dust, river etc …)



Run the model :
Copy the executable in your run directory and run the model
cd $YOUR_WORKDIR/TP_PISCES/NEMO/Runs/BATS
cp $YOUR_WORKDIR/TP_PISCES/NEMO/NEMOGCM/cfgs/ORCA_1D_PISCES/BLD/bin/nemo.exe .
./nemo.exe &
exit ! at the end of the run

5. Sensitivity tests ( tuning )
The sensitivity experiments are performed at two stations: BATS and NABE. For this purpose,create two directories, one for each station (BATS run directory is already created), run the modeland back up the outputs and the pisces namelist (ref and cfg) files (CTL runs).
We start with BATS. In this first part, we will explore the sensitivity of the model to someparameters and see how they impact the solution.
5.1 First, remove all the nutrient supplies. In the namelist_pisces_cfg, flag to disable in theappropriate block:

Run the model and compare to the control simulation.
Optional: From the run without nutrient inputs activate individually ln_dust and ln_ndepo andcompare to both previous runs.
5.2 Second, increase and decrease the pislopen, pisloped by 50% and compare to CTL.



Repeat that step at NABE (Optional, if you have time or as a home work ).
5.3 Increase and decrease the half-saturation constants of both NO3 and NH4 by 50% for bothphytoplankton groups and compare to CTL.

Repeat that step for diatoms only and compare to the CTL and previous tests.
5.4 Decrease by 50% the grazing rates of both zooplankton groups simultaneously.

Compare to the CTL run.
Repeat that step by changing grazrat2 only and compare to the previous and CTL tests.What would you suggest to increase the mesozooplankton biomass to levels similar to the CTLsimulation?
5.5 Increase the scavenging rate by a factor of 10 at both stations (NABE and BATS).

Run and compare to the CTL simulations.
5.6 Divide by 2 the fecnm and fecdm values:



Run and compare to the CTL and previous simulations.Try this at KERFIX (Optional).
5.7 Copy the outputs from the sensitivity test performed at BATS in your run directory
cp$path_to_downloaded_ZenodoDir/TP_PISCES/BATS_STD/BATS_1d_20100701_20130630_nemo.ctl.nc .

Your objective is to tune the model to be the closest you can to this sensitivity test by tweakingparameters in the namelist. Hint: the parameters you will have to change are those that have beenexplored in the previous steps of this session.
6. Manage the outputs (file_def_nemo.xml):Optional for beginners

1. change the output frequency : 5d2. output in another file the non solar heat flux, the net downward heat flux, phosphate atdaily frequency3. output sst and sss at daily frequency and monthly mean temperature

Setting the BENGUELA config of CROCO-PISCES for Session2 (if you want to do session 2 with CROCO)
1. Download and compile
Create the code and run directory for CROCO
mkdir $YOUR_WORKDIR/TP_PISCES/CROCO ; cd $YOUR_WORKDIR/TP_PISCES/CROCO

Download the code
git clone git@gitlab.inria.fr:croco-ocean/croco.git croco

Set the run configuration



cd croco ; vim create_run.bash

Modify your path configuration
MY_CONFIG_PATH=$YOUR_WORKDIR/TP_PISCES/CROCO

Replace in the script the several:
cp -Rfby
cp -f

Create the run directory:
./create_run.bash

https://croco-ocean.gitlabpages.inria.fr/croco_doc/tutos/tutos.04.config.html
A directory named Run_Benguela_LR had to be created
Go in the run directory and set the cpp keys
cd $YOUR_WORKDIR/TP_PISCES/CROCO/Run_BENGUELA_LR
vi cppdefs.h

Modify the following CPP keys:
# define MPI
# define XIOS# define BIOLOGY# define PISCES# undef BIO_BioEBUS

You have to install and compile XIOS on your machine
svn co http://forge.ipsl.jussieu.fr/ioserver/svn/XIOS/branchs/xios-2.5
cd xios-2.5
./make_xios --arch Your_Arch_configuration --full --prod --job 8

Set the compiler in the jobcomp script
vi jobcomp

Replace predefined variables by your fortran compiler. For instance:
FC=ifortandXIOS_ROOT_DIR=$Path_to_XIOS/xios-2.5



Compile the code:
./jobcomp

2. Running
Copy the input files
cd $YOUR_WORKDIR/TP_PISCES/CROCO/Run_BENGUELA_LR/CROCO_FILES
ln -sf $path_to_downloaded_ZenodoDir/TP_PISCES/inputs/Run_BENGUELA_LR/* .

Set the output file directory
cd .. ; mkdir HIS
vim file_def.xml
remove all the << split_freq="5d" split_freq_format="%y-%mo-%d" >>

Run the model configuration
mpirun -np 4 ./croco > benguela.log &
exit ! at the end of the run

Outputs files are in directory HIS

# Session 2: Adding a new tracer in PISCES
It takes about 2 hours to complete this session in NEMO and at least half anhour more in CROCO.
The purpose here is to detail step by step how to add a new tracer in PISCES within the twoocean models NEMO and CROCO. To do this, we will take inspiration from a tracer alreadyexisting in PISCES, the ligand tracer.
In NEMO:
The addition of a new tracer is dynamical, meaning that there is no need to recompile the codewhether you are in standard version or in the version modified with an added tracer. You canactivate or deactivate the tracer with a namelist key parameter.
For the case of the ligand tracer, the different implementation steps in the code are as follows:
In the source code:
You have to define the identifiers of your tracer.
in the par_pisces.F90 routine, we define the tracer id (number id), jplgw for ligand:



Now, we have to define the logical flag which activates the tracer in sms_pisces.F90:

To activate the reading of this parameter in the pisces namelist, add the ligand logical flag intrcnam_pisces.F90:

In trcini_pisces.F90:
● Add in the p4z_ini subroutine

● Indexing the ligand tracer in trc arrays

● Initialize the ligand tracer

● And finally add the call for the initialization of the ligand tracer

Now you can create a module where you compute the source-minus-sink terms of your tracer. Inthe ligand case: p4zligand.F90. The screenshot of the routine shown below has been stripped ofthese features for illustration. You have to be inspired by the original routine whose path is shownbelow the figure.



The original p4zligand.F90 routine is in the directory:NEMOGCM_v4.0.3/src/TOP/PISCES/P4Z/
Now, you can call your ligand routine in p4zbio.F90 for instance, in two steps:● Add in the header routine:

● and add in p4z_bio subroutine:

Eventually, you can add other sink and source processes in other pisces routines depending onyour scientific objectives.
In the namelist parameters:
First, in namelist_top_cfg:● increase the total number of tracers: jp_bgc = 25● you have to define your tracer:

Second, in namelist_pisces_cfg, you have to define the logical flag to enable or disable theactivation of the tracer:

You have to add the specific parameters if needed and define them for your tracer. Forexample, in the namelist_pisces_ref:

Now, modify the xml files in two steps:● Define the tracer name and eventually your additional diagnostics in thefield_def_nemo-pisces.xml



● Choose the diagnostics you want to output in the file_def_nemo.xml

In CROCO:
Unlike NEMO, the addition of a new tracer is not dynamic, which means that it cannot becontrolled only by a namelist flag but also by a CPP key.
For the case of the ligand tracer, the different implementation steps in the code are as follows.
Copy all the routines to bemodified in the run directory:● *.h, *.F, *.F90● OCEAN/Make*● If you need to create new modules/routines, add them to the list of routine to becompile in the Makefile
First, define a key_ligand cpp in OCEAN/cppdefs.h:

In the source code, define the identifiers of the ligand tracer.
In the following files under the PISCES CPP key, add:

● Increase the total number of tracers: jptra = 25
vim ./OCEAN/param.h

vim ./PISCES/par_pisces.F90



vim ./OCEAN/ncscrum.h

vim ./OCEAN/param.h

● Add the attributes of the ligand tracer (necessary only if not using XIOS server):
vim ./OCEAN/init_scalars.F

● setting up the initial conditions (analytical or climatological), boundary conditions, andexternal sources for the ligand tracer in
vim ./OCEAN/ana_initial.F

vim ./OCEAN/analytical.F

vim ./OCEAN/get_tclima.F



vim ./OCEAN/get_bry_bio.F

vim ./OCEAN/get_psource_ts.F



In ./PISCES/trcini_pisces.F90:
● Add under the logical flag “if defined key_pisces”

● define the logical flag associated with the CPP key (to match with the PISCES code inNEMO, which is in dynamical allocation).

● Initialize the ligand tracer

● And finally add the call for the initialization of the ligand tracer

in ./XIOS/field_def.xml_full_xios2.5, add:



In the source code (PISCES/), define the identifiers of the tracer:in the par_pisces.F90 routine, we define the tracer id (number id), jplgw for ligand:

Now, we have to define the logical flag which activates the tracer in sms_pisces.F90:

Now, you can create a module where you compute the source minus sink of your tracer, in theligand case, p4zligand.F90. The screenshot of the routine shown below has been stripped ofthese features for illustration. You have to be inspired by the original routine whose path is shownbelow the figure:

The original p4zligand.F90 routine is in the PISCES source code directory.
Now, you can call your ligand routine in p4zbio.F90 for instance, in two steps:● Add in the header routine:

● And add in p4z_bio subroutine:

Eventually, you can add other sink and source processes in other pisces routines depending onyour scientific objectives.
In the namelist parameters:First, in namelist_pisces_ref:● you have to define your tracer:



● You have to add the specific parameters if needed and defined for your tracer. Forexample, in the namelist_pisces_ref:

Practical work :
Based on the above example create a new tracer C whose behavior is controlled by the followingequation:
∂C/∂t= alpha * (ppdiat + ppnano) - k * f(t) * Blim * C - Beta * PAR * C
ppnano and ppdiat are the primary production by respectively nanophytoplankton and diatoms(model variables zprorcan and zprorcad in p4zprod.F90). In this equation, alpha is the fraction ofprimary production that produces CDOM, beta the photochemistry rate constant, and k is theconcentration lifetime and they should be respectively set to 5E-2, 1E-4 (W m-2)-1 d-1, 1 yr-1. f(t) isthe temperature sensitivity used in phytoplankton growth, Blim is the bacterial production factor(blim) and PAR is the Photosynthetic Available Radiation (etot).
Here is the result you should get for CDOM in NEMO (BATS Station):

Complementary information: in the code tra is the trend and trb the concentration value of thebiogeochemical tracer, xstep is the time step, and nyear_len is the length in days of the year(previous/current/next)



# Session 3: SEDIMENTmodule
It takes about 1.5 hour to complete this session.
A rapid introduction to diagenetic processes and modelling will be provided and a briefexplanation of the code will be given.
To run the sediment module online with PISCES, set ln_sediment to true in namelist_pisces_cfg.Here, we will run the sediment module offline with PISCES in a 1D configuration. We will createthis new configuration from the ORCA2 offline configuration:
./makenemo -n ORCA_1D_SEDOFF -r ORCA2_OFF_PISCES -m your_fortran_comp -j 0
add_key "key_c1d key_mpi2 key_sed_off"
./makenemo -n ORCA_1D_SEDOFF -r ORCA2_OFF_PISCES -m your_fortran_compclean

copy routines to the MY_SRC directory of your configuration
cp $path_to_downloaded_ZenodoDir/TP_PISCES/SRC/BATS_SEDOFF/*
cfgs/ORCA_1D_SEDOFF/MY_SRC/

compile the code
./makenemo -n ORCA_1D_SEDOFF -r ORCA2_OFF_PISCES -m your_fortran_comp -j 8

Create your run directory
cd $YOUR_WORKDIR/TP_PISCES/NEMO ; mkdir -p Runs/BATS_SEDOFF
cd Runs/BATS_SEDOFF

Copy inputs, namelist, and xml files in your run directory:
ln -sf $path_to_downloaded_ZenodoDir/TP_PISCES/inputs/BATS_SEDOFF/* .
rm -f restart_sed_in.nc
cp $path_to_downloaded_ZenodoDir/TP_PISCES/inputs/BATS_SEDOFF/restart_sed_in.nc .
cp $path_to_downloaded_ZenodoDir/TP_PISCES/Runs/Shared/* .
cp $path_to_downloaded_ZenodoDir/TP_PISCES/Runs/BATS_SEDOFF/* .

Explore the namelist_cfg. There are two major changes relative to the previous 1D configuration:
1. The duration and the time step value:



2. The switch from an online to an offline dynamical simulation

Explore the namelist_top_cfg. The tracers necessary to compute the boundary conditions atsediment interface are read in a file. In that specific case, the input file has been produced from thestandard 1D configuration at BATS and used during the first training session.

Explore the namelist_pisces_cfg:

Explore the namelist_sediment_ref and namelist_sediment_cfg.
Run the sediment model :
Copy the executable in your run directory



cp $YOUR_WORKDIR/TP_PISCES/NEMO/NEMOGCM/cfgs/ORCA_1D_SEDOFF/BLD/bin/nemo.exe .

Run the model
./nemo.exe &
exit ! at the end of the run

Explore the outputs (solid and dissolved species). Back up the outputs of this CTL experiment.
Sensitivity tests:

● Set to the same value the remineralization rates of the 3 classes of POC. Choose for thattest the value of the most labile class.

Run the model for 2 cycles (equivalent to 100 years) and compare to CTL. To run the model for 2cycles, use the available script script_job.1 (ksh script_job.1)
● Restore the standard values for the remineralization rates of the 3 classes of POC and setoff irrigation in the sediments:

Run the model and compare to CTL.
● Set dbiot to 0.1.

Run the model and compare to CTL.
In the next sensitivity experiment, we will explore the response of the sediments to a largedecrease in the POC flux.

● Open the file namelist_pisces_cfg and set wsbio, wsbio2 and wsbio2max to 50 (10 timesless than the initial configuration value).
Compare the outputs of solid and dissolved species to CTL and interprete.


